
Existing bin store / oil tank to be retainedExisting bench and concrete base to be retained

Existing concrete block paving
to be retained and made good

Existing Ogham Stone
to be retained

Existing stub wall and
railing to be retained
and made good

Existing hedge profile cut back
and tidied.

Timber 'stepping stones and
totter trail.

Swing set

Wobbly Sheep springer play
piece .

Toddler play - Talk Tube.

Play piece safety zone

Area to be left clear to facilitate future pedestrian access to the adjoining site as per Garristown LAP

Hard Landscape DrainageSee 20FG04-G-DR-200

Granite plank-style block paving with thematic engraving treatments

Hard binding gravel - 6mm down to dust compacted Ballylusk or
equivalent.

Mechanically chipped wood, 5mm to 30mm grain size, laid to min.
300mm depth in accordance with EN 1176-1-2016.

In-situ 'Grasscrete'

Seasonal bulb planting.

To be retained and trimmed back.

Existing hedgerow to be trimmed, incorporating proposed understorey planting
with a layering of planting types.

Subject to survey by a consulting arboriculturist.

Additional trees may be highlighted for removal subject to a survey by a consulting
arboriculturist.

Small flowering tree planting - see accompanying landscape report for details.

Chestnut pale fence to southern boundary

To be retained and made good.

To be retained and made good.

Decorative concrete stepping stones through lawn.

Steel rail fence to eastern boundary

Existing estate rail replaced with new estate rail fencing to northern boundary

Raised play trail with slide, bridges, and climbing and balancing ropes

Bench with back and armrests

Sheffield bicycle parking stands or equivalent

Chainsaw carving of Irish Mythological legend, Oisín Mac Cumhaill

Hawthorn

This drawing is the copyright of áit urbanism + landscape. Unless otherwise stated all dimensions

are in millimetres. Where dimensions are not given, drawings must not be scaled and the

matter must be referred to the Landscape Architect. If the drawing includes conflicting

details/dimensions the matter must be referred to the Landscape Architect. All dimensions must

be checked on site. The Landscape Architect must be informed, by the Contractor, of any

discrepencies before work proceeds.
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Proposed Public Play Space Project at Garristown Library


